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Love," Sarah Gooding never suspected returning a brooch to an elderly
woman would lead to a job . . . and introduce her to the woman's
grandson, a man far above her station. In Karen Witemeyer's "Gift of the
Heart," widow Ruth Albright uses the family brooch as collateral for a
loan from the local banker. But the more she comes to know the man
behind the stern businessman, the more she hopes for a second chance
at love. In Sarah Loudin Thomas's "A Shot at Love," Fleeta Brady's
rough-and-tumble childhood means she prefers hunting to more feminine
activities. She never expected her family's brooch might be how a fellow
hunter turns her attention from competition to romance. In Becky Wade's

Stern & Bachelor Untamed Nov 23 2021 In a new Westmoreland
novel, Stern Westmoreland helps his best friend Jovonnie "JoJo" Jones
land another man, but then he finds himself wanting her for himself, in a
2-in-1 book that also includes the classic romance novel Bachelor
Untamed. Original.
Charles Dickens' a Christmas Carol Nov 04 2022 The 1843 first
edition of this classic tale is reissued here with the original illustrations
by Punch caricaturist John Leech.
The Christmas Heirloom Aug 28 2019 In Kristi Ann Hunter's "Legacy of
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"Because of You," Maddie Winslow has spent years in love with a man
whose heart was already spoken for. When a church Christmas project
brings them together and she stumbles upon an old family brooch, might
it finally be her turn for love?
Parliamentary Papers Jun 26 2019
The Living Age ... Mar 16 2021
Don't Be Afraid to Win Oct 23 2021 Labeled by The New York Times as
“instrumental in helping change the face of major professional sports,”
attorney Jim Quinn has influenced modern sports business for decades.
Beginning back in the 1970’s with the landmark Oscar Robertson
basketball free agency case, Quinn battled owners in all four major
leagues to make sure the players got their fair share. In the early 1990’s,
he faced the goliath National Football League and won the right to free
agency for players, Quinn has spent a lifetime dealing in the gritty sports
business to make fair agreements for players. Quinn shares significant
cases and legal proceedings across major American sports and tells
stories of the courtroom battles he fought on behalf of players and labor
leaders seeking economic justice in their workplace. He sheds light on
known and unknown figures who committed to larger causes than
themselves and that modern sports owes a debt to the leaders of the past
who risked their careers. Through Quinn’s lengthy career he has helped
to empower athletes to speak and act in the best interest of the sports
community and overcome some of the toxic figures who sought to drag
down league success for their own ego and greed. In Don’t Be Afraid to
Win, Quinn provides a unique point of view of someone who was
personally involved in making changes happen in the business. His is a
masterful examination of how sports has grown dramatically over the
decades, how it benefited from the rise of sports unions and free agency,
and how there is still fairness to be gained across the leagues.
Stern’s Guide to the Cruise Vacation: 20/21 Edition Oct 30 2019
“The extent of detail given . . . is good not only for the novice cruiser
finding their way around . . . but also for the veteran cruiser who wants
to know the latest about the newest ships.” “This is the book with which
to gain a full and thorough understanding of the wonderful world of
last-christmas-stern

cruising. Repeat cruisers and novices alike will gain from the volume of
features, menus, daily schedules, photos, as well as details on every
cruise ship and port of call throughout the world. This should be the
encyclopedia for any cruise aficionado” (World of Cruising). “People
who’ve never cruised before or those who have but find themselves faced
with a confusing onslaught of new ships need to know a great deal, and
this book goes a long way in providing it” (Chicago Tribune). “Stern’s
Guide to the Cruise Vacation is one of the most comprehensive
authorities and a must-have for both the novice and the seasoned
cruiser” (Porthole Cruise Magazine).
The Historical Development of Quantum Theory Oct 11 2020
Stern Feb 24 2022 From New York Times bestselling author Brenda
Jackson, comes a new trilogy starring three Westmorelands who are
impossible to resist: Zane, Canyon and Stern Stern Westmoreland never
makes mistakes—until he helps his best friend Jovonnie "JoJo" Jones with
a makeover…for another man. Now Stern wants JoJo for himself. Their
attraction is undeniable and there's only one way to test it: one long,
steamy night together as much more than friends!
Stern and Playing with Desire Mar 28 2022 Breaking their own
rules… Stern by New York Times Bestselling Author Brenda Jackson
Stern Westmoreland never makes mistakes—until he helps his best
friend, Jovonnie “JoJo” Jones, with a makeover…for another man. Now
Stern wants JoJo for himself. Their attraction is undeniable and there’s
only one way to test it: one long, steamy night together as much more
than friends! FREE BONUS STORY INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME!
Playing with Desire by Reese Ryan CEO Liam Westbrook didn’t make his
way to the top of his family’s international luxury-resort empire by
playing it safe. So when the bachelor spies gorgeous Maya Alvarez under
a smoldering North Carolina moon, he makes a scandalous proposal. The
divorced single mother thinks a hot summer fling with a seductive
stranger is just what she needs. But can Liam and Maya trust where
their hearts are leading them?
Stern’s Guide to the Cruise Vacation: 2014 Edition May 06 2020 This
valuable guide assists you in selecting the ship best suited to your taste,
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advises you on how to prepare for your cruise, and explains what to
expect once you are onboard. Stern discusses every major port of call
worldwide, listing details on attractions, beaches, hotels, restaurants,
shopping, sports, and other recreation. He also includes guidelines on
how to make the most of an eight-hour stay in port.
Stern's Guide to the Cruise Vacation: 2015 Edition Apr 04 2020 This
valuable guide assists you in selecting the ship best suited to your taste,
advises you on how to prepare for your cruise, and explains what
toexpect once you are onboard. Stern discusses every major port of call
worldwide, listing details on attractions, beaches, hotels, restaurants,
shopping, sports, and other recreation. He also includes guidelines on
howto make the most of an eight-hour stay in port.
A Christmas Carol Aug 01 2022 A graphic novel that features Scrooge
who gets a rude awakening to how his life is, and how it should be.
Stern’S Guide to the Cruise Vacation: 2018 Edition Mar 04 2020 The
extent of detail given . . . is good not only for the novice cruiser finding
their way around . . . but also for the veteran cruiser who wants to know
the latest about the newest ships (CyberCruises.com). This is the book
with which to gain a full and thorough understanding of the wonderful
world of cruising. Repeat cruisers and novices alike will gain from the
volume of featuresmenus, daily schedules, photos, as well as details on
every cruise ship and port of call throughout the world. This should be
the encyclopedia for any cruise aficionado (World of Cruising). People
whove never cruised beforeor those who have, but find themselves faced
with a confusing onslaught of new shipsneed to know a great deal, and
this book goes a long way in providing it (Chicago Tribune). Sterns Guide
to the Cruise Vacation is one of the most comprehensive authorities and
a must-have for both the novice and the seasoned cruiser (Porthole
Magazine).
The Bridal and Other Poems Jan 02 2020
Supreme Court, Appellate Division- First Department May 18 2021
The Twelve Rabbids of Christmas May 30 2022 Celebrate the holidays
with the Rabbids in this hilarious 8x8 storybook parody of a classic
Christmas poem! On the twelfth day of Christmas, the Rabbids gave to
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me Twelve plungers plunging, eleven robbers robbing, ten babies
burping, nine grandpas farting, eight sirens shrieking.... The Rabbids
wreak havoc on the classic Twelve Days of Christmas song in this
hilarious parody! They’re handing out gifts that aren’t on anyone’s
list…and these gifts can’t be returned very easily! Rabbids TM & © 2014
Ubisoft Entertainment.
The Valancourt Book of Victorian Christmas Ghost Stories,
Volume Three Sep 02 2022 A new anthology of twenty ghostly tales of
Yuletide terror, collected from rare Victorian periodicals Seeking to
capitalize on the success of Charles Dickens's A Christmas Carol (1843),
Victorian newspapers and magazines frequently featured ghost stories at
Christmas time, and reading them by candlelight or the fireside became
an annual tradition, a tradition Valancourt Books is pleased to continue
with our series of Victorian Christmas ghost stories. This third volume
contains twenty tales, most of them never before reprinted. They
represent a mix of the diverse styles and themes common to Victorian
ghost fiction and include works by once-popular authors like Ellen Wood
and Charlotte Riddell as well as contributions from anonymous or wholly
forgotten writers. This volume also features a new introduction by Prof.
Simon Stern. "Before me, with the sickly light from the lantern shining
right down upon it, was--a cloven hoof! Then the awfulness of the
compact I had made came to my mind with terrible force ..." - Frederick
Manley, "The Ghost of the Cross-Roads" "By the fireplace there was a
large hideous pool of blood soaking into the carpet, and leaving ghastly
stains around. I am not ashamed to confess that my brain reeled; the
mysterious horror overcame me ..." - Lillie Harris, "19, Great Hanover
Street" "A fearful white face comes to me; a horrible mask, with features
drawn as in agony--ghastly, pale, hideous! Death or approaching death,
violent death, written in every line. Every feature distorted. Eyes starting
from the head. Thin lips moving and working--lips that are cursing,
although I hear no sound." - Hugh Conway, "A Dead Man's Face"
A Christmas-tastic Carol Jun 18 2021 Ice King stood at the window of his
castle. “I HATE Christmas,” he cried out. “What a miserable hassle!
People celebrating, dancing and stuff! To them all I say, ‘Bah! Hum
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butt!!!’” Adventure Time takes on Charles Dickens’s A Christmas Carol in
this beautifully envisioned deluxe jacket picture book. This is the perfect
holiday gift for all Adventure Time fans. From the Hardcover edition.
Benwise Larsen's Last Christmas in Minnesota Sep 29 2019 Elevenyear-old Benwise Larsen's favorite sight is the blanket of snow that
covers Minnesota every winter. He's never considered life without it until
his mother accepts a new job in Florida. He's still reeling from this news
when he receives an unexpected invitation to attend Christmas camp.
Excited and curious, Benwise travels to New York where he meets
Michaela, Jordan, and Spencer, three other kids who've been invited on
the journey, and they set sail for Weinachtsinsel-Christmas Island! Upon
their arrival, they meet Gelben Stern, an old man who reveals the
island's history and explains how the Christmas legends have evolved
over generations. While exploring the island, the children encounter
Otto, an adversary of Stern's who also wants their trust. When Jordan
and Spencer go missing, it's up to Benwise and Michaela to discover the
truth and rescue their friends. Will they be able to save Weinachtsinsel
and the spirit of Christmas? Written in the spirit of a Christmas mystery,
"Benwise Larsen's Last Christmas in Minnesota" is a race to discover
what unites all humanity during this special time of year.
Book Row Jan 26 2022 The American Story of the Bookstores on Fourth
Avenue from the 1890s to the 1960s New York City has eight million
stories, and this one unfolds just south of Fourteenth Street in
Manhattan, on the seven blocks of Fourth Avenue bracketed by Union
Square and Astor Place. There, for nearly eight decades from the 1890s
to the 1960s, thrived the New York Booksellers’ Row, or Book Row. This
richly anecdotal memoir features historical photographs and the rags-toriches tale of the Strand, which began its life as a book stall on Eighth
Street and today houses 2.5 million volumes (or sixteen miles of books) in
twelve miles of space. It’s a story cast with characters as legendary and
colorful as the horse-betting, poker-playing, go-getter of a book dealer
George D. Smith; the irascible Russian-born book hunter Peter Stammer;
the visionary Theodore C. Schulte; Lou Cohen, founder of the stillsurviving Argosy Book Store; and gentleman bookseller George
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Rubinowitz and his formidably shrewd wife, Jenny. Book Row remembers
places that all lovers of books should never forget, like Biblo & Tamen,
the shop that defied book-banning laws; the Green Book Shop, favored by
John Dickson Carr; Ellenor Lowenstein’s world-renowned gastronomical
Corner Book Shop (which was not on a corner); and the Abbey Bookshop,
the last of the Fourth Avenue bookstores to close its doors. Rising rents,
street crime, urban redevelopment, and television are many of the
reasons for the demise of Book Row, but in this volume, based on
interviews with dozens of the people who bought, sold, collected, and
breathed in its rare, bibliodiferous air, it lives again.
Irma Stern and the Racial Paradox of South African Modern Art
Jun 30 2022 South African artist Irma Stern (1894–1966) is one of the
nation's most enigmatic modern figures. Stern held conservative political
positions on race even as her subjects openly challenged racism and later
the apartheid regime. Using paintings, archival research, and new
interviews, this book explores how Stern became South Africa's most
prolific painter of Black, Jewish, and Colored (mixed-race) life while
maintaining controversial positions on race. Through her art, Stern
played a crucial role in both the development of modernism in South
Africa and in defining modernism as a global movement. Spanning the
Boer War to Nazi Germany to apartheid South Africa and into the
contemporary #RhodesMustFall movement, Irma Stern's work
documents important twentieth-century cultural and political moments.
More than fifty years after her death, Stern's legacy challenges
assumptions about race, gender roles, and religious identity and how
they are represented in art history.
Stern's Guide to the Cruise Vacation Sep 09 2020 An expert on
cruises gives his advice. Packed with statistics, histories, lists, prices,
and photographs, this guide delves into the details of more than 280
cruise ships. The pros and cons of voyages and ports of call are
summarized with star evaluations and every detail is scrutinized. From
shipboard menus and daily activity programs to physical details and
recreation opportunities, every aspect of cruise vacations is weighed.
The Greatest Gift Oct 03 2022 George Pratt, depressed and
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contemplating suicide, is allowed to see what his community would have
been like if he had never been born, in a hardcover reissue of the story
that inspired the film It's a Wonderful Life. 100,000 first printing.
Christmas Carol Mad Libs Aug 21 2021 Mad Libs is the world’s
greatest word game and a great gift for anyone who likes to laugh! Write
in the missing words on each page to create your own hilariously funny
holiday stories and new lyrics for your favorite Christmas songs. With
Christmas Carol Mad Libs the holiday season is always ADJECTIVE and
bright! This reissue of our classic, top-selling Mad Libs—updated with 14
new “fill in the blank” stories—is a surefire hit this holiday season.
Whether you like jingle bells, having a white Christmas or decking the
halls, this book is guaranteed to make your heart sing with laughter! Play
alone, in a group or on a neighbor’s porch! Mad Libs are a fun family
activity recommended for ages 8 to NUMBER.
Stern’s Guide to the Cruise Vacation: 2018/2019 Edition Feb 01
2020 "This is the book with which to gain a full and thorough
understanding of the wonderful world of cruising. Repeat cruisers and
novices alike will gain from the volume of features, menus, daily
schedules, photos, as well as details on every cruise ship and port of call
throughout the world. This should be the encyclopedia for any cruise
aficionado. (World of Cruising)"--Amazon.com
Stern’S Guide to the Cruise Vacation: 2015 Edition Apr 28 2022 This
valuable guide assists you in selecting the ship best suited to your taste,
advises you on how to prepare for your cruise, and explains what to
expect once you are onboard. Stern discusses every major port of call
worldwide, listing details on attractions, beaches, hotels, restaurants,
shopping, sports, and other recreation. He also includes guidelines on
how to make the most of an eight-hour stay in port.
Stern's Guide to the Cruise Vacation 2009 Aug 09 2020
Brenda Jackson The Westmoreland Collection Apr 16 2021 The
impossible to resist Westmorelands are back. Follow Zane, Canyon, and
Stern as they find love, resist temptation and court desire the
Westmoreland way.
The Girls' Christmas Book Sep 21 2021 The perfect book to keep girls
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entertained through the Christmas holidays with fantastic festive
activities. Jam packed with yuletide quizzes, puzzles, doodles and things
to make and do and containing everything a girl needs to get fired up
and ready for the festive season, and plenty to keep her occupied well
into the New Year.Contents include how to make delicious snowmen
sweeties, glam up your gifts with handy wrapping hints, Christmas day
memory diary, what's your Christmas shopping style? and decorate the
Christmas tree with home-made decorations.
Howard Stern A To Z Jul 08 2020 A compendium of trivia about the radio
"shock jock" and his syndicated program offers tasty tidbits of
information about the celebrity's life and career, his radio companions,
his nemeses, and his signature routines. Original.
Christmas's Most Wanted Dec 25 2021 Highlights the celebration of
Christmas in music, television, and song.
Willa Cather Remembered Dec 01 2019 The Willa Cather whom friends
and acquaintances knew is not well known to contemporary readers.
Bourgeois and midwestern, she was not a member of the Social
Registerøsociety like Edith Wharton nor of the avant-garde or expatriate
circles, as was Gertrude Stein, nor was she a member of the "lost
generation" of the younger F. Scott Fitzgerald and Ernest Hemingway. In
the 1920s Cather turned fifty and was intent on fully developing her
talent, writing six major novels during that decade. Willa Cather
Remembered comprises reminiscences of the author written between the
1920s and 1980s by people ranging from close friends to journalistic
observers and acquaintances. The materials are drawn from newspapers
and journals, portions of books, and a few previously unpublished
personal letters or reflections. Many of the writers knew Cather for many
years; others knew her at a particular time and place, and a few only saw
her in passing. Some are celebrities, such as Truman Capote; others are
lesser-known but important names, such as Henry Seidel Canby, editor of
the Saturday Review of Literature, and Fanny Butcher, editor of the
Chicago Tribune book section. A few of the commentators, though they
may have respected Cather in one way or another, are highly critical of
her; others are unabashed admirers. All, however, present Cather as a
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memorable character with an unmistakable presence. These
recollections by people who knew Cather throughout the course of her
professional life will acquaint readers with the woman who incited one
classmate at the University of Nebraska to say, "I don't know if I like
Willie, but she's never dull."
Stern's Guide to the Cruise Vacation 2007 Jun 06 2020 Pelicanï¿½s
luxury-travel expert Steven B. Stern completely updates this guide each
year to provide the most current and accurate descriptions of nearly 300
cruise ships. These listings include not only Alaskan, Mediterranean, and
Caribbean cruises but also offbeat destinations like European barge trips
and more. Every new edition also contains actual shipboard menus,
activity schedules, price categories, and hints on how to best enjoy an
eight-hour stay in port.
The Daylily Hill Jan 14 2021 Madeline Tyler and her two best friends,
Ellie Jo Johnson and Olivia Chaplin, have just graduated from high school
in Griffin, Georgia, in the spring of 1961. In search of a better life than
rural Georgia offers, the girls set off in the pursuit of their dreams--but it
isn’t long before life steps in and derails their plans. Madeline’s dreams
of attending college are cut short by the deteriorating health of her
father, and she finds herself returning home to help out with her family’s
needs. Ellie and Olivia both enroll in beauty school, making a start only
to see tragedy strike, ending the dreams of one in a heartbeat.
Meanwhile, Madeline meets Bart Richmond, a charismatic used-car
dealer and wannabe NASCAR driver who likes fast women and faster
cars--and he has his sights set on her. To complicate matters further,
Nick Elliott, Bart’s married friend and owner of Griffin’s cotton mills,
can’t get Ellie out of his mind after watching her win the local Miss Iris
contest. Only time will tell how the two men will impact the friends’ lives.
Set in the South in the 1960s, this saga tells stories of love lost and found
for three young women whose lives are forever changed.
Board of Trade Journal Jul 28 2019
Easy for You to Say Dec 13 2020 Easy For You To Say is "Stuttering"
John Melendez's memoir of his childhood being bullied in school for his
stutter; his years as an on-air personality with The Howard Stern Show;
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and his subsequent ten-year career as a writer and on-air announcer for
Jay Leno's Tonight Show. It details his famously acerbic relationships
with celebrities he interviewed/insulted (Raquel Welch once punched him
in the face). In the book, Howard Stern emerges as a surprisingly mean,
stingy, and megalomaniacal boss--and Jay Leno as a seeming sufferer
from OCD.
Littell's Living Age Feb 12 2021
All I Want for Christmas Is Mad Libs Nov 11 2020 Mad Libs is the
world’s greatest word game and the perfect gift for anyone who likes to
laugh! Write in the missing words on each page to create your own
hilariously funny stories all about Christmas, Christmas and more
Christmas. All I Want for Christmas is Mad Libs is the perfect ARTICLE
OF CLOTHING stuffer! With five books and over 100 “fill-in-the-blank”
stories about Santa Claus, jingle bells, Christmas carolers, snow and
opening presents, there’s plenty of laughs to add to your holiday season!
This oversize 240-page book includes five festive Mad Libs titles in one:
We Wish You a Merry Mad Libs, Grab Bag Mad Libs, Winter Games Mad
Libs, Sleepover Party Mad Libs, and Christmas Carol Mad Libs. Play
alone, in a group or in a sleigh! Mad Libs are a fun family activity
recommended for ages 8 to NUMBER. All I Want for Christmas is Mad
Libs includes: - Silly stories: 100 "fill-in-the-blank" stories all about, you
guessed it: Christmas ! - Language arts practice: Mad Libs are a great
way to build reading comprehension and grammar skills. - Fun With
Friends: each story is a chance for friends to work together to create
unique stories!
Stern's Guide to the Greatest Resorts of the World Jul 20 2021
Stern's Guide to the Greatest Resorts of the World provides a detailed
description of the most luxurious and exotic resorts around the world
describing each resort in terms of history, accommodations, dining, sport
facilities, shopping, entertainment and general environs. More than 700
color photos depict the special qualities and charm of each property.
Arranged by location, including the continental United States, the
Carribean, Mexico, Hawaii, the South seas and Far East, Africa and the
Indian Ocean and Europe, the book supplies everything the traveler and
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travel agent need, including an up-to-date price list and a chart rating
each resort in eleven categories. The Guide directs you to the most
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glamorous resorts in the world and helps you select the one most suited
to your taste and budget. New resorts have been added to this edition.
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